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THIRD YEAR PASSED, DEAR SIOMOCHKA

1000 E-mails to Siomochka
+ 10 articles

You loved this journal and you are among this year in Food Chemistry.

Danichka and Misherka married

Ada and Edik's family are OK: Golanchik finished the army service, Doriti is the second year medicine, Hogit is a mother of two children.

'Svetlana lichnost' is a model, and Krasnovichik is a handsome boy.

Dear Siomochka, FAMILY, RELATIVES and YOUR CLOSED FRIENDS miss and remember you. Ratipara, 'Patros', Hanne and Zennor visited Ada and us.
Dear Siomochka:

Many things have happened during this 2014 year.

Our activity was even higher than last year: 9 articles are published. All the papers which I have written are dedicated to you, and in one you are the coauthor. You started this article and did not finish. I wrote to your E-mail every day but never received an answer.

From 9 published articles, 3 were dedicated to Siomochka and in one he was a coauthor.


This year two my grandsons marry during 2 months. These are the photos:

At Danichka’s Wedding: Shela+Ellochka
At Daniel’s Wedding: Shela and Daniel

At Daniels Wedding: Dana, Dana’s children, Ella (Daniels wife), Shela, Arkadi, Eleanor
At Daniels wedding: Alex, Eleanor, Michael, Nofar

At Daniel’s Wedding: Shela, Dorit, Osnat
At Daniels wedding: Golanchik, Edik, Osi

At Daniels wedding: Doriti, Osi, Shela, Arkadi, Golanchik
At Daniel’s Wedding: Mishenka, Arkadi, Shela, Doritı
At Daniels Wedding: Arkadi, our beautiful daughter Ellochka, Shela
At Daniel’s Wedding: Alex, Mozo, Arkadi, Eleanor
At Daniels Wedding: Michenka and Nofarchik.
At Daniels Wedding: Shela and Danichka

At michaels Wedding (Sept. 8, 2014) Arkadi, Ella, Ellochka, Zenon, Hanna, Shela, Shula
After Shabbat chatan: Zenon, Hanna, Arkadi, Ellochka (6.09.2014)

Our cooperators, who loved you very much visited us: poor Ratiporn (you called her patifon) was at the time of the war with sirens, but she was happy to see Israel the first time. I organized for her a trip to the Dead Sea. She visited our labs and also Ada
In my office: Elena, Ratiporn, Shela, Jossi.

At your and Adas home: Arkadi, Osi, Ada, Valya, Ratiporn, Edik.

Dear Siomochka: You can’t even imagine that Zenon and Hanna came to Mishenkas wedding. Only I believed that he will come. And he did!!!
We visited your grave: it was the disure of Zenon. He did not forget you.

Edik, Arkadi, Shela, Hanna, Zenon
Visit to my Department, near the Poster, see the photo on the Poster, where siomochka and I working together: Zenon, Shela, Hanna
Our lab: Zenon, Elena, Dinorah, Shela, Alina, Hanna, Malka, Ahuva, Arkadi
In Siomochkas and Adas home: Edik, Arkadi, Zenon, Ada, Osi, Sheła, Hanna
I was in Lvov, visited the grave of our parents and stayed with your granddaughter Doriti
Your grandchildren: Svetlaya lichnost and krasavchik, and Edik with Ratiporns gift a BELL.
Four of your grandchildren: I (shela), krasavchik, Golanchik, Svetlaya lichnost, Doriti
Adas Birthday (KOL a KAVOD) for Edik to organize for Ada celebration all the family together. On the left: "Krasavchik", his Mama Sveta, then "Svetlaya, lichnost", Alex, Eleanor, Arkadi, Valya, Ada. Right hand: Hagit, her daughter, Yani, Hagit, Vereg, Osnat, Edik.

Svetlaya lichnost a Model!!
Svetlaya lichnost is a model!!!
Dear Shela,

Sioma is certainly happy at that better world and still supports all of us, his relatives and his friends.

So be calm about him. It would be better for us if he had lived, but I think he fulfilled his life’s mission well and won.

With love

Zenon

Dear Shela

Yes we all miss him, he had contributed so much to science and definitely to our career. He is in your heart and all of our group. Take care, with love always

Ratiporn
From Siomochka for 50 Anniversary
Ratiporn visited us and Sioma

Edik and Osnat at Daniels Wedding.
Shela and Danichka at his wedding

Shela, Dorit (Sioma’s granddaughter), Osnat
At Siomas home all family

Shela and Sioma’s 4 grandchildren
Sveta and 2 Sioma’s grandchildren

Siomas grave and flowers from Sveta
Zenon and Hanna from Poland at Siomas home visiting Ada

All family in 2013 at 2 years memory
Zenon and Hanna visiting my laboratory at the University

Zenon and Hanna in my laboratory
3rd year of Siomas memory
At Gena’s grave
In Siomas home all the family 2014